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FOREWORD
 
This annual report summarizes the reports prepared and
 
the special tasks performed by the Astro Sciences of IIT
 
Research Institute during the 14 month-period from November 1968
 
through December 1969. A total of eight reports or technical
 
memoranda are summarized together with a description of technical
 
notes on which no formal reports have been written. In addition,
 
four technical papers have been published in the open literature.
 
The work has been performed under NASA contract number NAS4-1837.
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REPORT A-7
 
FINAL REPORT - LONG RANGE PLANNING FOR SOLAR SYSTEMS EXPLORATION
 
JULY 1968 - DECEMBER 1969.
 
I. INTRODUCTION
 
Astro Sciences of IIT Research Institute :(AS/ITRI)
 
has been engaged in a continuing program of research, study And
 
analysis for the Planetary Programs Division (Code SL) of NASA.
 
The results of the work performed during the period from March 1,
 
1963 through December 1, 1968 have been reported previously.*
 
This report covers the work done on contract NASW 1837 from
 
November 1, 1968 through December 31, 1969.
 
The purpose of the advanced mission studies is to pro­
vide a preliminary understanding of those candidate missions,
 
and associated mission requirements, that are of importance to
 
the long range exploration of the solar system. The program
 
during the period has developed in accordance with NASA's
 
broadening needs in advanced mission planning. In particular,
 
the program studies have emphasized the outer planets and comet
 
rendezvous.
 
While the ongoing activities of the Astro Sciences are
 
reported to the planetary program division in quarterly reports
 
and more informally at the regular bimonthly review meetings,
 
the most tangible output is in the form of technical reports
 
and documents. For the 14 month period that this report covers,
 
a total of eight reports and documents have been submitted.
 
* Final Report "Long Range Planning Studies for Solar System
 
Exploration". AS/IITRI A-6 1969 
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The special
Summaries of these reports are given in Section 2. 

studies -and technical notes of section 3 summarize study efforts
 
that have been performed and capabilities that exist but for
 
which no formal reports have been published. Section 4 lists
 
the papers published and presented primarily as a result of
 
work performed under this contract, Finally Section 5 contains
 
a bibliography of reports and technical memoranda published by
 
AS/TITRI and related to,Long Range Pianning for Solar System
 
Exploration.
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2.0
 
SUMMARY OF REPORTS,
 
AND TECHNICAL MEMORANDA
 
PUBLISHED NOV. 1968 
- FEB. 1970 
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2.1 MISSION OBJECTIVES
 
Report No. P-27
 
"Scientific Objectives of Total Planetary Exploration"
 
J. Colin Jone
 
July 1969
 
The purpose of this report has been to provide a de­
finition of the objectives for total planetary exploration and
 
to relate them closely to our present understanding of the solar
 
system. This has been achieved by conducting a detailed and
 
comprehensive study of all the data presently available on the
 
planets and theories which are proposed to explain planetary
 
phenomena. This information has been compiled for-each-planet
 
in-tabular form (e.g., Fig. S.1) and objectives have been
 
assigned for the exploration of each planet directly from con­
sideration of the data and theories.
 
Although the objectives were assigned on a planet-by­
planet basis, many objectives are identical for several planets,
 
especially within the two groupings Inner Planets and Outer
 
Planets. In addition to these common or general objectives,
 
thereare objectives which apply specifically to one planet and
 
arise from a particular feature of the planet not known to exist
 
elsewhere. The relation between these General and Specific
 
Objectives is summarized in Figure S.2.
 
The fact that so many of the objectives of exploration
 
are common to a number of planets indicates, in itself, the
 
large vacuum of information that exists about some of the ultra­
basic, important properties of each of the planets. Investiga­
tions to date have been governed inevitably by available tech­
niques, with little effort given to developing new techniques
 
to provide specific pieces of information.
 
Apart from the detailed information which they contain,
 
the data and theories charts (e.g. Fig. S.1) also provide a
 
graphic display of which Science Areas are presently receiving
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.SCIENCE AREAS PRESENT DATA DATA REFERENCES PRESENT THEORIES THEORY REFERENCES EXPLORATION OBJECTIVES 
Initialnaleo.ynthops Insupernova. Burbidge 1957, Hoylo 1960 Determine the rotoplc ratios111/112
, 
ISOTOPIC ABUNDANCES Subsequnt synths (particularly
light 
elements) in early Solar System 
Foler 1962,Gold 1960 10/11e 
4 
Li 
6 /Lit' B1013"1 A 
10/APO, 
c12/C1',and the abundance of X01 29 , 
AND RATIOS K0 and 1ie
2 1 
. 
From pross.-induced rotation-vibration 112 bnd4 Iurgherg 1952 Free B2 by ut < 15% ( < Uranus%) Rasey 1967 Determine theatrmosphorlc abundances 
ELEMENTAL AND 
CHEMICAL ABUNDANCES 
Hzc I8 Kn. atm. HIl/H ratio - 3 
CHaband absorption, 3.7 K.. atm, uper 1952 
Free H2 by wt.'< 14% Orinlal arbeacenun bmndriltooType I bmpv 
A bundmnen s original ratiosreec oPt for Fe ed a few 
Donarcus1962, Royrolds 1965 
Urmy1967, Comeron 1967 
Suss 956, Rin wood 
of H, 
complex 
c9h 
fie, e.12$, 1120, 11113.CI 
osaic molecules. 
and sny 
AND RATIOS 
Re-evaluation 
AHD 
of CH. absorpt ion 
RATIOSuuter 
6 hn. atm. OMen197 tor Solaraenosplnro ha upproxint, original 
ratios,,basedata frimiachl to.ofplanets.
Goldberg
& 1965 
19M, Al lr 1961 
MINERALOGICAL 
ABUNDANCES 
Albcdo (av.) 0.50 Harris 190 Determine the dark aids temperature (at 
THERMALEFFECTS S. 1. equllibrium
temp , 400 
Brightness temp. at 1 9 ern ]BO°OKib 4O°K euiper952 Kell rn 1966 
sue0ralwaoungths) and magnitude and 
distribution of any local thermal anrnlhes 
Brightnesstemp. at 3.12 cm 1150 ± 36K Berge 1968 on the Tight and darksides. 
Veryweak spotsjst visible, no band structure Calif.n1S61 Only CHO, R2and He in g.seous for, 
1120 Nil)In farmof iceparticles 
Determine the pressure and temperature
profiles and the variation of obundone' 
PLANETARY withdepth. 
ATMOSPHERE$ 
Press.at bttoemof visibleato.phere1 2 atm. Haerzbrg1952 Determine the vertical struc'ure, 
variationsin composition, and motions 
withinthe cloud system. 
Orbital (a 30.,G Au Allen 1963 Risonance oiat, betweenorbits of Noptunoand Brouwer1966 Determine the composit1on at Imn 
peemtos- .09Pluto.... 
0.76/ 1: unknown is foeor escaped satellite,recaptured uper 1952JTrite, 

IRTERNAL AND 

BULK PROPERTIES 

SURFACE
 
PROPERTIES
 
MAGNETIC FIELDS
 
HARGED PARTICLE 

LUX AND DISTRIBUTION
 
Naas 02.7 0a. PreforFodtorrestrialcore (silicates,ote) 
T ADansDe sity2.41 m/C.3 Oroiier191 Fsurroundedby an acoroted layer of i,and f R.irey 1967 
Radius 2.23 10 cr CIiQNOE(CIl4,RX. 1120,lie) 
Elements in cosmic abondance ratloexcept for Doxarae 1962 
Radius 2.5 10oKa Taylor 1968 112and lie 
22324 K. N.H.S.O. 1961 Solid, metallic, HH3 as major constituent Porter1961 
Fig. S.1 DATA, THEORIES AND OBJECTIVES FOR NEPTUNE 
Detorlne th aize of any ol d body,e 

the moent of inertiaand the rotation rate 
Oeternlne if there isa core and the 
typoof nateorlialIncluded.
 
Doterninethe composition end phase 
stateof any detectable surface. 
Determine the type, loc.tion, and 
configuration of any internallyproduced
field, andthe fieldstrength.
 
Determine the interaction of the
 
planetwith the solar wind and the density
 
and energy distribution of any trapped
 
particles.
 
OUTER PLANETS INNER PLANETS
 
SPECIFIC 

OBJECTIVES 
oteom tineh slncralogic 

conposition of any sold body, 
COMMti Daten e the nlnoralogleal 
abundanceof dust particlesin the nucleus, 
PLUTO Diterine the dark and light ade 
temperatures. 
GOMETS Coternioa the thermalregime 
within thecometary atmosphere, end the 
nature of any chemical reaction, Occurring 
. 
JUPITER Determine the origin of the color 

ef th.e Rod Spot and the nature of Its 

Isolated location. 

COAFTS Determine the radial velocities 

of emitting radicaln end their relative 
intelaities toundeten d structure of 
~anunrA-,... 44.,.. ,~, 
GENERAL 

OBJECTIVES 
Determine the isotopic ratios lil/' 2 , 
" s 
,,a'1 /8e , 0l6fLl', *101511, A"OpA , 
3 ,G12/C' and the sbunpedco of Xes. 
K40 andHall. 
Determlne the atmospheric abundances 
of H, lie, ho, 11, H ,D'pill, y 
2E 
.coplexorgani molecules. 
Determlnethe darkside toemperatero 
(at several av0lengtbs) and Magnitude and 
distributionof any ical thermalsnmatios 
on the light anddark sides. 
tetormine the pressure and temporaturo 
profiles and the variatien of abntances 
with depth. 
Determine the vertical structure and 
v'ariatlos In corpooltlon within the cloud 
esyten. the nature of the lotItude band 
. AOh o tn olh 4ie.I0iiprtrlt 
SCIENCE GENERAL 

AREAS OBJECTIVES 
2Determino isotopicraUi H0/1 , 
ISOTOPIC i L16 /1.17, OtoIBi, AseIAe1-Iiot 
ABUNDANCES 012/015 a d the abundances of X129, 
AND RATIOS K'a andRe 1 , 
Determine atrootpherlc abunancn of 
ELEMENTAL AND l'HiE, A, COI. 

E E T LA DASTEROIDS 

CHEMICAL Determine surface abundances of D, 
ABUNDANCES Si, F@, Al, Rg. Ca. C, I, He. 
AN6 RATIOS 
Satorurne abundnce o orthoclase, 
plagaclase. quartz, pyroxele., oivine, 
MINERALOGICAL sphocOs, garnets, micas. 
ABUNDANCES 
Detruine the surfacoteopersture 
distribution. 
THERMAL EFFECTS 
Seternine the vertical profile of 
pressure. temperature and compositlon of 
PLANETARY the atmosphere. 
PL NEAR pine 
ATMOSPHERES 
SPECIFIC
 
OBJECTIVES 
ASTERor0 otermino the 1,sotoplc ratios 
7 2 6 2 . 
1b jSr1, b207jpb o . and PU a 
'ARIS Determine the atnoaphlersel
e ' 
oh1iundancsof lo20'2. dZ tlbu,.qof 
DotI tine diatrbtgio
eleCnIAtal 1bunda"o with..1 large 
fragmented istoilds. 
N'£Us Deter ine th atiroephorlo 
bcutY Dto ionsp aid 
of np. ,Sb 
MR.S Determine abunndoco of 11...nit ,
haotlto. calcite, goettite, elderte. 
)T M o termin abundance of 
wollastnitt, sillmnto, coloite. 
ASTEROIDS Determlne the distribution of 
snerals within Iargoasteroids.
 
IJARS Determine th, diurnal and 
MSe variatins ot surfac dtperaure. 
vn Determine the mecliqi.,n of 
heat transfer freo the seb-'olar point. 
VGiui Datarin. the.euso of the .I,gh 
piC. . Dtwo. e surface tonspratara 
regimeoand saptocl tooerfurcot noslt . 
ARS Determine the nature of the 
clouds and the blue lae and the circulation 
reqInc of the etnospurer. 
Dttat tins atructere end 
conposltlon of the cleod syeos, tne o n trennmisa lo/absorpti proporties of tfg 
ad the.0 "Ontuatl. oe. 
of rny Determine oblateness. to aI w LiARS Determine the density,JUPITER Determine te iermalogle operesloDotermInetie copositiontellonde s pande Hay Ioe snteriors stucur of Phthe hknesatmheabwrdsce, of haSATUR Item~n mrnderte t
 
of the automest (retrograde) atellites atmospheresof the seli tea end to, 
the !ViOTIONS AND calculation of meon 'of lortlQ nd hence canposltlemand earfhe structure of Photp 
SATURN Determinethe thikness of the cof abd nsodmaterialson O Amodal pat inter ad DeosW 
ASTEROIDS Determine the size diotrlbutesring syste and the composition and size PROPERTIES OF 
functionand the spatial distribution.
 
PLUTO Determinethe orbital 

of the particles, hi .fc. 
 CONDENSED
 
perturbatlns with greater accuracy, 
COM4ETS Detorminethe orbital elenonts 
 BODIES
 
of fset co m t.
 
Determinethe density profileand the
 
PLTO eot iminea .the siz of y solid body, depth and eatoreof any phas.-chongened/or
 
.blotenes.f the planet. the moment of Inertia and the rotation composition boundaries.
 
INTERNAL Determinethe frequencyand soagnitudeCOMETS Determinethe structure and rate. of any Internalseismicactivity.
cooftnfthnulu.I
conpositlen of the nucleus. Determine if there Ina core and the AND SULKofayitrlneecatvt. ty
DeofterinI 
incle.Is r dhKDetermine 
 teatflowat surfacead
ROyTeofmtrathermal gradient
within theplaneto 
PROPERTIES alow estimation ofmagnitude andorigin of 
Internalheatsources. 
14ARS Deterilne the nighttime surface 
MUPITERDetermilneany correlation odtwoen cooling curveto allowestimation of aurfac
 
Determine topography,morphology. density and porosity. 
SURFACE I thology, cratering nd I neament structure Detomlee the nature of frost 
surfacefeaturesand the Red Spot. Determine the composition and phase 

state of any detectable surface. 
of the surface. deposits, including polar cops, asd mer. COMETS Determine the processes eroding 
the surface of the nucleus end the rate PROPERTIES ASTEROIDSDotemine the estent of cratoris 
erf aeon, hand fragmcntation and the nature of any 
of erosion. dobris'on the surface.
 
Determine the type, location,and Map the magnetic field in the region ASTEROIDS Heouro an) remnantor induced COMETS Deterilne the Interaction of the 
ola wind with the magnetiosm. 
linised cemetary etnosphere with the configuration of any Internally produced 
of interaction of the 
planet.

field, and the field strength. MAGNETIC solar wind. 
Determine the structureandorigin of 
any planetarymagnetic field.FIELDS 
Map the solar plasma In the region VENUS Determine the relationshipDetermine the interaction of the 
planet with the solar wod and the density CHARGED of.,nteraction with theplanet. btwo daytimeand nighttire Iaysr.JUPITER 
Determine the originof the 

decasetere.ission, 
PARTICLE Determinethe verticalprofile,ionic 
FLUX AND species, and temperature of the Ionosphere.CONETS 
Determine the lens releasedfr.. end energydistribution of any trapped 
the co.e.try steosphe.O. particle;. 
DISTRIBUTION 
SUNMRY CHART OF GENERAL AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES'ig. S.2 
more attention than others from the scientific community simply
 
by viewing the distribution of full and empty areas on each
 
chart. Although a considerable redistribution of scientific
 
effort and interest can be expected as a consequence of the
 
first space missions to the planets, the resultant data will
 
depend upon available instruments and will not necessarily be
 
optimal in terms of achieving the overall scientific goals of
 
exploration. Therefore, by considering the instrumental tech­
niques which are available to provide data within each Science
 
Area, it has been possible to reach some conclusions regarding
 
deficiencies which may occur in the future planetary program.
 
-An absence of planetary data within a given Science
 
Area, although it does indicate a lack of scientific effort at
 
the present time, does not necessarily predict that a lack of
 
-this type of data will continue in the future. And conversely,
 
Science Areas in which much scientific effort is directed at
 
the present time will not necessarily continue to dominate.
 
The new distribution of scientific effort which will develop
 
will depend primarily upon whether measurement techniques are
 
available to provide data on a planetary mission, and therefore,
 
some Science Areas will experience an enormous increase in the
 
quantity of data while in others only a small increase il be
 
produced. For examples, very little new data can be expected
 
in the Science Area, "Motions and Properties of Condensed Bodies,"
 
following the first mission to a planet, whereas, although there
 
is presently a sparsity of "Particles and Fields" data, a large
 
quantity of important data of this type can be confidently
 
expected from planetary missions.
 
The availability of measurement techniques will there­
fore cause a considerable redistribution of scientific effort
 
amongst the Science Areas. The new distribution of interest
 
will not necessarily be optimal in terms of achieving the
 
objectives, however, and it is possible to indicate at this stage
 
some areas in which timely directing of development might assist
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in optimizing the planetary program to achieve its scientific
 
goals* Analysis of the capabilities of presently available
 
techniques to satisfy these-goals and objectives has revealed
 
that there are three major areas in which deficiencies may occur
 
in the future. They are:
 
i. methods of determining isotopic ratios.
 
Li. space-borne radar systems.
 
Li. direct atmospheric probed.
 
The correction of these deficiencies is unlikely to come about
 
automatically. Rather it will be necessary for NASA to specifi­
cally direct development effort to these areas, as early as
 
possible.
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2.2 MISSION ANALYSIS
 
Report No. M-19
 
"Preliminary Feasibility Study of Soft-Lander Missions
 
To 	The Galilean Satellites of Jupiter"
 
M. J. Price and D. J. Spadoni
 
January 1970
 
A preliminary study has been made of the scientific
 
objectives and technical feasibility of soft-landing spacecraft
 
of 1000 lbs. useful payload on each of the Galilean satellites
 
of Jupiter.
 
le major scientific objectives of such missions would
 
L. 	To develop a much-needed link between studies of
 
the Inner and Outer planetary groups by comparing
 
the physical properties of the satellites with
 
those of the smaller planets.
 
To obtatn data essential for studies of;
 
(a) the mode of formation of the smaller planetary
 
bodies in the solar system
 
(b) 	the origin of satellite systems
 
(c) 	the origin of the solar system itself.
 
A further objective would be to use the satellites as
 
bases for the remote observation of the Jovian cloud layer.
 
Advantages of such bases would be:
 
1.. The stability of the observation platform.
 
2, The proximity to the planet.
 
.3. 	The expected long lifetime of the electronic
 
components of the remote sensing instruments,
 
because all the satellites revolve well-outside
 
the most intense regions of the Jovian radiation
 
belts.
 
Consideration of the use of the satellites as bases for
 
the measurement of the physical properties of the Jovian magne­
tosphere produced a negative conclusion.
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separated

.For trajectory and payload analysis, the mission was 

into four distinct phases, and various propulsion/propellant
 
system combinations were studied. The breakdown was:
 
-1. Launch and Earth-escape, using chemical, chemical­
nuclear, or chemical-nuclear-electric propulsion.
 
2. 	Interplanetary trajectory, using either ballistic
 
or.low thrust (solar-electric or nuclear-electric)
 
propulsion.
 
3. 	Satellite capture maneuver using chemical,
 
cryogenic, or nuclear rocket propulsion.
 
4. 	Terminal descent maneuver using variable thrust
 
chemical propulsion.
 
Zesults indicate that missions to Callisto are possible
 
using as the launch vehicle either the SIg/SIVB/Centaur or the
 
Titan.3F/Solar-Electric systems, together with a space-storable
 
chemical retro-maneuver for satellite capture. Ganymede and
 
Europa are also accessible if the Saturn V and Saturn V/Centaur
 
launch vehicles are used, respectively. If a cryogenic or
 
nuclear propulsion system is available for the retro-maneuver
 
then Io becomes accessible also. All-four satellites become
 
accessible with a Titan*3F'Nuclear-Electric launch vehicle and
 
a solid chemical retro-maneuver.
 
Callisto, Europa and Ganymede are accessible using a
 
solar-electric low thrust flight mode for interplanetary transfer
 
and the.SIC/SIVB/Centaur as a launch vehicle. Io is not access­
ible, however.
 
With each of these flight mode/propulsion system
 
combinations questions of feasibility do remain, however, con­
cerning such items as large two-stage retro-maneuvers, direct
 
satellite approach, long periods of hibernation of propellants
 
in space,-and the development of the more advanced propulsion
 
systems.
 
If flight times of 2 to 3 years can be tolerated the
 
ideal flight mode/propulsion system for these missions would
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appear to be low-thrust/nuclear-electric. Missions to all tour
 
of the satellites then become possible, the-large retro maneuver
 
and direct approach can be replaced by a simpler spiral inter2
 
ception of the satellite orbit together with a single stage
 
retro-maneuver, and the smaller Titan 3F -rocket
can be used to
 
launch the required nuclear-electric spacecraft. Figure A
 
summarizes the flight time requirements for different propulsion
 
modes to the Galilean Moons.
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Interim Report No. M-20
 
"Jupiter Orbiter Mission Study"
 
J. Niehoff
 
January 1970
 
The study purpose is to determine the nature and
 
usefulness of first-generation orbiters to the exploration of
 
Jupiter. This purpose is explicitly defined in the following
 
statement of objectives:
 
To determine the value of first-generation orbiters
 
to Jupiter exploration based on a systematic eval­
uation of science objectives.
 
To determine the instrument characteristics required
 
to perform anticipated measurements and their rela­
tion to current technology.
 
To determine compatible experiment payloads for
 
cardidate mission designs constrained by environ­
mental and payload limitations.
 
To recommend first-generation Jupiter orbiter
 
missions which best exploit the orbit mode of
 
Jupiter exploration.
 
Four broad areas of analysis have been defined for
 
the study, 1) definition and evaluation of science objectives,
 
2) description of measurement specifications and parameter
 
instrument design, 3) trajectory analysis and related orbit
 
selections, and 4) mission definitions, comparisons and con­
clusions. The individual tasks within each of these areas and
 
their order' of completion are shown.in the study plan presented
 
in Figure 1. The first three areas are completed; the results
 
are summarized below. The fourth area, mission definitions,
 
comparisons and conclusions, is scheduled for completion in the
 
first quarter of this year (1970).
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FIGURE. I. JUPITER ORBITER MISSION STUDY PLAN 
Science definition and evaluation for first-generation
 
Jupiter orbiters was accomplished by a systematic breakdown of
 
the broad goal of Jupiter exploration into successive levels of
 
detail The method is illustrated as a flow chart in Figure 2.
 
The exploration goal is first broken down into regimes closely
 
aligned to the various natural characteristics of-the planet,
 
e.g., interior, atmosphere, surrounding magnetic field and
 
biology. Each of these regimes has in turn specific categories
 
of interest as in the case of atmosphere there are the topics of
 
composition, structure and dynamics. Continuing this process
 
of deduction and refinement each category is parceled into
 
objectives which, in total, provide a complete definition of the
 
category. For example, atmospheric composition really means
 
identifying the objectives 1) elemental and molecular abundances,
 
2) isotopic abundances and ratios and 3) particulate matter.
 
The final step to the process is identifying the measurables
 
which are the physical evidence of each objective.
 
Evaluation of the objective measurables with respect
 
to total Jupiter exploration is done by determining percent
 
conrributions at each breakdown level to the next higher level.
 
Since measurables only pertinent to first-generation orbiters
 
are given an additional completion factor is shown which indi­
cates the extent to which a category is completed by the
 
listed measurables.
 
The majority of measurables deal with the atmosphere
 
and particle and field exploration regimes. Very few of the
 
.measurables dealing with Jupiter's surface and interior, and
 
biology were suitable to remote sensing techniques. The
 
measurables associated with atmospheric composition were deleted
 
except for particulate matter because it was felt that these
 
measurements are receiving adequate attention from Earth-based
 
observations and flyby missions. The numbers on the far right
 
are the value points for each measurable based on a total
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value for Jupiter exploration of 10,000 points. Adding all
 
the points together suggests a 30% contribution of first-genera­
tion orbiter missions to total Jupiter exploration, assuming
 
the missions make perfect measurements, and no other means of
 
obtaining the same data are available,
 
Measurement specifications have been written for each
 
of the measurables cited in Figure 2. Each measurement
 
specification applies to a particular measurement technique for
 
the measurable in question. The particular set of parameters
 
used to characterize each measurement include the following:
 
Wavelength energy range
 
pass bands
 
spectral energy resolution
 
spatial resolution
 
coverage
 
distribution
 
overlap
 
acquisition time
 
repetition time
 
solar illumination
 
positional accuracy
 
prior measurements required
 
A typical example of a measurement specification is
 
shown in Table I for the measurable "cyclone formation" using
 
"imagery" as the measurement technique.
 
The measurement techniques considered in determining
 
the specifications are of two categories, 1) remote sensing,
 
and 2) in, situ measuring. Remote sensing instruments are pri­
marily concerned with "planetology" measurements whereas in situ
 
measuring instruments apply to particle and field phenomenon.
 
The remote sensing instruments considered for the Jupiter
 
orbiter are, a return beam vidicon, visual and infared line
 
scanners, an infared radiometer, near-JR visual and UV spectro­
meters, and a narrow-band photometer. All of these instruments
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TABLE I. 
M1EASUREMENT SPECIFICATION 
MEASURABLE: GLOBAL CIRCULATION CYCLES 
PARAMETER RANGE 
WAVELENGTH/ENERGY 
 0.5-1.0L; 5-6p, 

PASS BANDS: 0. 5-0.7/L; 5-6p-
SPECTRAL/ENERGY RESOLUTION: NOT APPLICABLE 
SPATIAL RESOLUTION: 1OOkm 
H, 
00 COVERAGE: ENTIRE PLANET 
DISTRIBUTION: ENTIRE PLANET 
OVERLAP: 
 10% WHEN APPLICABLE 
ACQUISITION TIME: I0 MIN/FRAME 
REPETItION RATE: FULL PLANET 
COVERAGE ONCE PER
 
JOVIAN DAY 
SOLAR ILLUMINATION: DAY SIDE FOR VISUAL 
NIGHT SIDE FOR IR 
POSITIONAL ACCURACY: 5% OF FRAME SIZE 
PRIOR MEASUREMENTS: NONE 
DATA SHEET NO./ 
TECHNIQUE: IMAGERYJ COMMENTS 
JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE IS PROBABLY OPAQUE 
TO
 
UV BELOW 3000 A; NH 
 AND CH4 ABSORB 
NEARLY COMPLETELY BEYOND Ig EXCEPT FOR 
A CLEAR WINDOW BETWEEN 5 AND 6%. 
VISUAL PASS BAND ARBITRARILY CHOSEN WITHIN 
VISUAL WINDOW. tR PASS BAND USES COMPLETE 
WINDOW TO MAXIMIZE SIGNAL. 
ESTIMATE, BASED ON THE MAGNITUDE 
-OF LARGE 
SCALE JOVIAN FEATURES. 
NEED TO ENSURE PROPER REGISTRATION OF 
ADJACENT IMAGES. 
DUE TO HIGH ROTATION RATE OF JUPITER AND 
HIGH WIND VELOCITIES. 
TO ENSURE ACCURATE LOCATION. 
exhibit increasing weight requirements with increased measure­
ment altitude for a fixed resolution. Curves of fixed resolu­
tion were prepared on the basis of instrument scaling laws to 
determine the weight versus altitude characteristics of these
 
instruments. Typical results for a return beam vidicon system
 
are illustrated in Figure 3. These data will be used to select
 
a fixed weight instrument design when payloads are synthesized
 
to determine mission definitions.
 
Instrument data for orbiter particle and fields
 
measurement are based on a review of currently available systems,
 
The candidate instruments are summarized in Table 2. To a
 
large extent the same instruments accepted by NASA for the
 
Pioneer F and G Jupiter flyby missions have been adopted here,
 
This list is subject to change after the Pioneer Jupiter flyby
 
missions have refined current estimates of the extent of the
 
Jovian magnetosphere and intensity of the radiation belts,.
 
The launch and Jupiter arrival conditions of Type I
 
interplanetary transfers ranging in flight time from 400 to
 
900 days were reviewed for all opportunities for the period
 
1974-1985. The results were combined with the Titan series
 
launch vehicles to select several candidate design points for
 
delivering the orbiter to Jupiter. Four design points have
 
beenchosen and are given along with launch vehicle performance
 
curves in Figure 4. To determine the orbit payload capability
 
of each of these design points graphs of orbit payload versus
 
orbit apoapse distance for fixed periapse distance were pre­
pared. An example is illustrated in Figure 5 for a fixed
 
periapse radius of 3 Jupiter radii. The lower and upper bounds
 
on the payload band for each design point (mode) correspond to
 
orbit capture propellant performances.of 300 and 400 sec ISP,
 
respectively. As a result of these graphs, the first design
 
point of 500-day transfer tines, was rejected for application
 
to Jupiter orbiter missions.
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A Jupiter trapped-particle analysis was performed to
 
ascertain the radiation hazards of orbit spacecraft. The
 
predicted radiation lifetimes, given in terms of orbit revolu­
tions, is presented in Figure 6 as a function of drbit apoapse
 
for several curves of fixed periapse radius. Dotted curves of
 
fixed orbit period are cross-plotted for further interpretation.
 
A parametric set of candidate orbit sizes have been selected
 
based on payload capability (Figure 5) and radiation lifetime
 
(Figure 6) for first-generation Jupiter orbiters. These are
 
7.5-, 15-, 30- and 45-day orbits all with fixed periapsides of
 
3 Jupiter radii. The relative sizes of these four orbits are
 
illustrated to scale in Figure 7.
 
One final task in the orbit analysis area was that of
 
determining observation opportunities of the Galilean satellites
 
for a Jupiter orbiter. A specific observation technique has
 
been conceived to repeatedly observe Io, Europa, and Ganymede
 
by synchronizing the Jupiter orbit with the commensurability
 
of these three satellites (their periods are approximately in
 
the ratio 1:2:4, respectively). Possible orbit solutions are
 
given in Table 3. An example of the variation in encounter
 
distance with succeeding orbit revolutions is shown in Figure 8.
 
Notice that a number of close encounters also occur with
 
Callisto; This particular example occurs shortly after the
 
1980-81 launch opportunity arrival dates.
 
There remains the tasks of synthesizing payloads,
 
defining missions and comparing these missions to determine a
 
recommended program for utilizing orbiters in the exploration
 
of Jupiter. These analyses are in progress and will be culminated
 
by study conclusion during the first quarter of this year (1970).
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TABLE 3.
 
MUL TI- SATELLITE 
- INTERCEPT 
 JUPITER ORBITS 
MODES ORBIT PERIODS I ,DOAYS 
AND ORBIT 
PARAMETERS 
 3.56 7.1 1 14.222 21.352 
MODE 5 (AND 7)
 
PERIAPSE RADIUS, 
 Rj 2,559 2.391 2.290 2.255 
APOAPSE RADIUS, Ri 16.260 27.483 45. 131 59.884 
INTERCEPT TRUE ANOMALY, DEG 
iO 110.418 107.877 107.035 1 06.717 
EUROPA 
 223.277 230.658 233.548 234.535 
GANYMEDE 165.218 147.132 141.618 439.863 
ORBIT CAPTURE AV3, KM/SEC 3.524 2.250 1.624 1.384 
MODE 4 (AND 8)
 
PERIAPSE RADIUS, 
 R0 1.368 	 .1-2 I31.250 1.201 
APOAPSE RADIUS, R. 17.451 28.624 46.208 60.958 
INTERCEPT 	 TRUE ANOMALY, DEG
 
tO 
 132.012 130.566 129.517 128.818 
EUROPA 
 211.283 21'5.560 217.894 218.757 
GANYMEDE 195.745 203.607 207.486 208.81 7 
ORBIT CAPTURE AVK, KM/SEC 2.400 1.6 1s 1.180 1.009 
I. 	 ORBIT PERIODS ARE MULTI-INTEGERS OF THE AVERAGE PERIOD OF THE FIRST THREE GALILEAN 
SATELLITES WHEN NORMALIZED TO GANYMEDE'S PERIOD 
2. 	 THESE ORBITS CROSS CALLISTO'S ORBIT AND IN SOME INSTANCES INTERCEPT THE SATELLITE 
5. 	 BASED ON A TYPICAL HYPERBOLIC APPROACH VELOCITY OF 7.'25 KMISEC FOR JUPITER MISSIONSORBITER 
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2.3 TRAJECTORY STUDIES
 
Technical Memorandum No. T-21
 
An Interrim Report on "Comet Rendezvous Opportunities"
 
A. L. Friedlander, J. C. Niehoff, and J. I. Waters
 
November 1969
 
This report presents a new look at spaceflight mission
 
opportunities to the comets in the time period 1975-1995.
 
Previous studies of comet missions have been restricted mainly
 
to the flyby trajectory mode. Although offering short flight
 
times and low launch velocity requirements, comet flybys suffer
 
from the standpoint of scientific information return because of
 
the very high flyby velocities. Current interest is now centered
 
on the rendezvous or orbit matching mission which allows the
 
spacecraft many months to monitor the variations in physical
 
activity as the comet approaches and passes through perihelion,
 
The study objectives are to identify promising comet
 
rendezvous opportunites from the standpoint of trajectory
 
requirements and launch vehicle/payload capabilites. Both the
 
ballistic and low thrust flight modes are considered for compara­
tive purposes. Two variations on the ballistic mode are:
 
(1) direct ballistic trajectories allowing for one or more mid­
course,impulses to minimize the total velocity requirements, and
 
(2) gravity-assist trajectories via a Jupiter swingby. Low
 
thrust trajectory requirements are obtained for the case of
 
nuclear-electric powerplant$. A future extension of the present
 
analysis will treat the important case of solar electric power­
plants.
 
Comet mission opportunities have been selected initially
 
on the basis of special scientific interest and Earth-based
 
sighting criteria. Three well known comets of .interest are
 
Halley, Encke and D'Arrest. The sighting criteria refers to the
 
recovery of the comet by telescopic observation from Earth prior
 
to the time of rendezvous and sufficient brightness afterwards
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forobtaining spectroscopic measurements. An early recovery
 
provides an accurate update of the comet's position in orbit,
 
thereby easing the spacecraft guidance problem. Spectroscopic
 
measurements made from Earth are considered for purposes of
 
correlating the spacecraft measurements. Although they are
 
thought to be important, the sighting criteria are not necessarily
 
hard constraints dictating mission success value. It is fortun­
ate though that many mission opportunities do satisfy the sighting
 
criteria.
 
The most outstanding comet mission from the standpoint
 
of scientific and public interest is that to Halley's Comet
 
which is due to return in 1985-86. A rendezvous with Halley is
 
especially difficult because of the unique retrograde feature
 
of its orbital motion. Table Q-l compares the performance
 
characteristics of the ballistic and low thrust flight modes in
 
achieving such a rendezvous. The ballistic mode assumes a
 
gravityjassist via a Jupiter swingby while the low thrust mode
 
assumes a nuclear-electric propulsion system. In order to
 
deliver a payload of about 1000 lbs. ballistically, a Saturn V/
 
Centaur launch vehicle is required and the flight time is almost
 
8 years. The nuclear-electric spacecraft launched by the less
 
costly Titan 3F/Centaur can deliver a payload in excess of
 
1000 lbs., and requires a flight time of only 2.5 years. Addi­
tional benefits of the electric spacecraft are the large amount
 
of power available for experiments and communications, and the
 
relatively easy stationkeeping or maneuverability in the cometary
 
region, To take advantage of this superior performance potential
 
would require that the nuclear-electric spacecraft be developed
 
and made operational by the early 1980's,
 
An attractive series of mission opportunities to
 
Comet Encke at each of the apparitions 1980, 1984 and 1990 has
 
been found. Table Q-2 shows a performance comparison of the
 
3-impulse ballistic flight mode (1980 apparition) and the low
 
thrust flight mode (1990 apparition). It is noted that the
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TABLE Q-l RENDEZVOUS MISSION TO HALLEY#S COIJET 
PARAWsRS BlISTIC FLICT MODE LOW THRTUST FLIGHT MODE 
(Jupiter Gravity Assist) (Nuclear-Eleceric) 
Launch Date 	 September 13, 1977 April 29, 1983
 
Flight Time 
 7.7 years 
 2.6 years
 
Payload 	 SIC/SIVB/Centaur-420 lbs. 
 Titan 3F/Centaur-1650 lbs.
 
(Nominal Technology)*
 
.oSaturn 
 V/Centaur-1350 lbs. 
 Titan 3D/Centaur-2500 lbs. 
(Advanced Technology)* 
* 	 The electric propulsion technology level refers to the'specific weight of the 
propuls ion system. 
Nominal: aps = 56 lbs./kwe at 150 kwe 
Advanced: aps = 39 lbs./k-we at 150 kwe 
TABLE Q-2 ,PEDEZVOUS MISSION TO CO1T ENCKE
 
PARAMETERS BALLISTIC FLIGHT MODE 
(3-impulse) 
LOW TFRUST FLIGT MODE 
(Nuclear-E letric) 
Launch Date March 6, 1977 March 18, 1989 
F light Time 3.5 years 1.4 years 
Payload Titan 3D/Centaur-620 lbs. Titan 3F/Centaur-1500 lbs. 
(Nominal Technology)* 
Titan 3F/Centaur-1000 lbs. Titan 3D/Centaur-2600 lbs. 
(Advanced Technology)* 
* 	 The electric propulsion technology level refers to the specific weight of the propulsion 
system. 
Nominal: = 56 lbs,/kwe at 150 kwe 
Advanced: a = 39 Ibs./kwe at 150 kwe 
1980 and 1990 apparitions have comparable trajectory characteris­
tics for either flight mode because Encke's orbital period is
 
about 3.3 years. Ballistic payload capability is 620-1000 lbs,
 
for the Titan 3D/Centaur or Titan 3F/Centaur launch vehicles,
 
A nuclear-electric spacecraft launched by the 
same Titan class
 
vehicle offers the advantages of a two year reduction in flight
 
time and a larger payload,
 
A third good mission opportunity is the 1982 apparition
 
of Comet D'Arrest which is compatible with a gravity-assist flight

via Jupiter. A representative mission profile is illustrated in
 
Figure Q-1. 
A 1000 lb. payload can be delivered by the Titan
 
3D/Centaur/BII launch vehicle assuming a retro-system Isp of 385
 
sec. and allowing 200 m/sec for guidance maneuvers. The rather
 
long flight time of almost 5 years may be one drawback of this
 
mission, but this is typical of any comet rendezvous utilizing
 
a Jupiter swingby,
 
In conclusion, comet rendezvous missions in the time
 
period 1975-1995 are both attractive and feasible from a tra­jectory/payload standpoint, 
 Several mission profiles utilizing
 
near state-of-the-art ballistic flight systems have been identi­
fied. The superior performance potential of future nuclear­
electric spacecraft has been demonstrated in particular for the
 
Halley mission opportunity. An extension of the present study is
 
necessary to complete the picture of comet rendezvous as a class
 
of missions and to determine the most suitable flight modes.
 
Analysis of the multiple-impulse and gravity-assist ballistic
 
trajectories will be applied to 
a selected list of comets, 
Also,
 
solar-electric propulsion will be investigated as a candidate
 
flight mode since these systems are further along in development
 
and less costly than nuclear-electric systems.
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Report No. T-22
 
"Mars Orbit Characteristics Related to
 
Experiment Design"
 
M. Hopper
 
February 1970
 
The characteristics of orbits and the possibilities
 
for making measurements from a spacecraft in orbit depend very
 
much on the physical properties of the planet itself. The
 
planetary properties which are most influential on the orbit
 
are:
 
1. 	the motion of the planet in its orbit about the
 
Sun,
 
2. 	the inclination of the plane of the planet's
 
equator to its orbit plane,
 
3. 	the rate of rotation of the plane on its axis, and
 
4. 	the physical shape of the planet, in particular
 
its oblateness.
 
The measurement specifications resulting from a given
 
orbit which are most influenced by the planetary properties are:
 
1. 	Tie required to obtain maximum planetary coverage
 
under required lighting conditions,
 
2. 	Planetary coverage available,
 
3. 	Illumination conditions available as a function
 
of latitude and longitude, and
 
4. Ground resolution available.
 
This report describes the relationships between orbits
 
and 	measurement specifications for the planet Mars. More
 
important, however, the report contains two procedures, one which
 
will permit an experimenter, given an experiment design, to
 
select an orbit which is most suitable for his experiment and
 
the other which will permit the experimenter, given an orbit,
 
to select the experiment design required to mee't his measurement
 
specifications.
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The tradeoffs between orbit parameters and measurement
 
specifications are complex and in many cases not adequately
 
understood by either an experimenter or an orbit mechanicist.
 
This report attempts to bridge this gap, by providing pre-cal­
culated results of the relationships in the form of tables and
 
graphs. They are presented together with a specific procedure,
 
in the form of flow charts, as a working methodology for experi­
ment or orbit selection. Table Sl gives the flow chart for orbit
 
selection for a given experiment at Mars and Table S2 gives the
 
flow chart for the opposite situation of determining the measure­
ment characteristics resulting from a given orbit. Each major
 
step in the procedure is backed up by a more detailed logic
 
diagram and a family of graphs.
 
Every attempt has been made, throughout this report
 
to simplify both the understanding and the application of each
 
of the steps. Where this has not been adquately achieved it is
 
because of multiple relationships that have to be considered
 
simultaneously. Nevertheless, the report provides an informative
 
and functional working tool of direct use to the experimenter
 
without demanding from him an extensive knowledge of orbital
 
mechanics.
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Technical Memorandum No. T-23
 
"Gravity-Assist/Low Thrust Hybrid Systems"
 
J. 1. Waters
 
This study suggests a numerical approach to the prob­
lem of optimizing spacecraft trajectories which include gravity
 
assisted turns about planets and continuous low thrust arcs as
 
well as free fall arcs in the gravity field of the sun. Central
 
to the proposed approach is the use of the Conjugate-Gradient
 
numerical search method to optimize the overall trajectory by
 
varying the state and times at points of discontinuity along the
 
trajectory. The search is to be conducted so that constraints
 
are always satisfied.
 
The suggested approach to the overall trajectory
 
optimization allows each continuous sub arc to be treated as a
 
separate and independent problem at each step of the iterative
 
process. Therefore, free-fall arcs can be approximated by conics
 
by solving Lambert's problem.
 
It is suggested that the low thrust arcs can be easily
 
approximated by the state vector which is tabulated over a
 
discrete time grid. The tabulated state can be made to approx­
imately satisfy the equations of motion and adjoint equations by
 
application of a numerical Rayleigh procedure again employing the
 
Conjugate-Gradient search technique. This approach is expected
 
to exhibit convergence and computation time properties which are
 
considerably better than those of methods using sequential
 
numerical integration..
 
Gravity assisted turns can be approximated with
 
sufficient accuracy for mission analysis by means of velocity
 
impulses. These impulses will be properly constrained by pro­
jecting the desired variation of the velocity impulse upon the
 
surface of possible impulses for a given set of approach condi­
tions when each overall trajectory interation step is taken.
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The report discusses those features of the proposed

approach to the gravity-assisted/low thrust optimization problem
 
which were not covered in 
our previous work on free-fall comet
 
rendezvous trajectories with multiple propulsive impulses, 
The
 
latter is discussed in IITRI/ASC Technical Memorandum No. T-21.
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2.4 SPACECRAFT TECHNOLOGY
 
Report No. S-7
 
"Spacecraft Radar"
 
H. J. Goldman
 
January 1970
 
This study was directed towards evaluating the role
 
and limitations of radar sensors, both earth-based telescopy and
 
spaceborne radars, for application to future planetary investi­
gations. The report treats such investigations in terms of
 
(a) the terrestrial planets where some earth-based radar obser­
vation has been experienced, and (b) the major planets which
 
have not been detected by radar (with the possible exception
 
of some suspect Jovian echoes).
 
A brief review of the history of radar telescope
 
experience points out that current inability to obtain echo
 
information from the major planets, is limited by natural rather
 
than technological factors; it is not anticipated that reasonable
 
improvements in receiver noise figures, radiated power, or antenna
 
dimensions will provide the breakthrough needed to overcome the
 
natural limitations (principally, the inverse R1 factor). Subject
 
to some requirement for technological development, including long
 
shelf life and reliability, the spacecraft radar will be essential
 
for microwave investigations of the major planets to surmount
 
our current limitation.
 
Succeeding discussion is more heavily directed towards
 
examining the effectiveness of spacecraft radar against the
 
terrestrial planets for comparison with earth-based radar tele­
scopes. The problems of noise and its sources are presented
 
with the conclusion that S/C radar will significantly aid in
 
reducing external noise, e.g. meteorological manifestations, over
 
that encountered by earth-bound systems; thm advantage in lower
 
receiver noise figures accruing to the earth systems is treated
 
in a later section wherein'a comparison of the overall signal­
to-noise ratios are reported.
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The information content of the radar signal is then
 
describedw Discussion includes the information contained in the
 
amplitude, frequency spectrum, polarization differences and time
 
delay for echo reception. These, in turn, allow interpretation
 
of gross planetary properties, surface properties and ionospheric/
 
atmospheric properties. In addition, a review of spatial re­
solution is presented in terms of the frequency spectrum and
 
delay information contained in the return signals. The space­
craft radar offers, at the very least, a one order of magnitude
 
improvement in spatial resolution over current earth-based
 
systems for our closest planets.
 
A section-on radar system components is presented to
 
offer a comparison of hardware requirements between earth-based
 
and spacecraft systems. Since S/C systems (excluding altimeter
 
types) have not been employed yet, the section concluded with
 
specific estimates of radar parameters (weight, power, etc) for
 
satellite operation in an imaging mode. These estimates indicate
 
the feasibility for such radar investigations, assuming a Titan
 
III D/Centaur or.larger launch vehicles, for all of the terres­
trial planets; aTitan III F/Centaur or larger vehicle could
 
accommodate these sensors on a Jovian mission.
 
Having discussed the nature and limitations of radar
 
techniques, both earth-based and spaceborne, the report continues
 
with the science to be obtained from their future use. Individual
 
discussions are presented for each of the planets. Earth-based
 
radar is most effective in improving our knowledge of the orbital
 
parameters, axial rotation rates, size, gross surface topography,
 
surface dielectric and limits for atmospheric/ionospheric model
 
considerations. It has been most successful in observing Venus
 
whose distance and low doppler spread (or rotation rate) favors
 
obtaining high S/N ratios leading to least ambiguous measurement
 
values. The 1971 opposition of Mars should improve its echo­
return by a factor of 10 but its high rotation rate will still
 
tend to spread the return energy over a large number of doppler
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bins which is limiting to 
the variety of radar techniques, e.g.
 
polarization measurements, that can be employed. 
The conclusion
 
is made, subject to inputs from the Viking mission, that earth­
based systems will offer only little more knowledge about the
 
terrestrial planets after the 1971 period. 
This emphasizes the
 
need to implement the spaceborne radar program with its serious
 
promise of orders of magnitude improvement-in S/N and spatial
 
resolution; imaging offering useful details of the surface and
 
subsurface layer, inference of physical properties of the materials,
 
along with significant penetration of dense ionospheres/atmospheres,
 
witness Jupiter, enhances this urgency.
 
A quantitative comparison of S/N ratios for four
 
different modes of spacecraft operation is presented. 
These
 
modes are:
 
1. Earth transmits 
- target reflects 
- SIC receives 
2. S/C transmits 
- target reflects 

- Earth receives
 
3. S/C transmits 
- target reflects 

- same S/C receives
 
4. S/C #1 transmits 
- target reflects 
- S/C #2 receives 
Calculations of a two-way transmission between the two probes of
 
mode 4 are also presented, The results indicate that mode 3
 
should offer the highest S/N ratios; development of antennas
 
approximating a 100 foot dimension (unfurlables, inflatables,
 
etc.) will offer about three orders of magnitude improvement in
 
the S/N ratios at reception over current earth-based radar
 
astronomy in working against all terrestrial planets; this
 
increases to 5-7 orders for the 
outermost planets. 
 Such antennas
 
will also offer about two orders or more improvement in spatial
 
resolution for the near planets and considerably more for the
 
distant one.
 
A concluding section of the report deals specifically
 
with Venus whose cloud cover has already been successfully
 
penetrated by radar astronomy at wavelengths greater than a few
 
centimeters. 
Radar imagery at Venus is considered very useful
 
since it offers the most reasonable chance of observing the
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surface from orbit. Estimates of required radar parameters are
 
presented for observing surface elevations (non-coherent; 3 Km
 
resolutions), local topography, contacts and'structure (synthetic­
aperture; 0.2 Km resolution) and detailed features (synthetic­
aperture; 5 meter resolution). In general) system weights will
 
range from 200 - 600 lbs., and require about 200 - 450 watts of
 
input power. Regional data will provide approximately 104 bits/ 
see., local data about 105 bits/sec and detailed observations 
about 106 bits/see. 
In summary, this study points out the utility of space­
craft radar, its complementary nature to current radar astronomy
 
which is close to the natural limits of its capability and the
 
urgent need to develop long shelf-life, reliable S/C radars
 
(both non-coherent and coherent) with antenna dimensions approach­
ing 100 ft. or more. Weight, space and power requirements are
 
well within current launch capability.
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2.5 COST ESTIMATIONS
 
Technical Memorandum No, C-8
 
"Spacecraft Comparison Study for Mars-Venus Fields
 
and Particles Orbiters"
 
W. Adams
 
March 1969
 
The objective of this report is to provide an initial
 
cost comparison of four different spacecraft when used to place
 
a fields and particles payload into a Mars or Venus orbit. The
 
four spacecraft considered were: (1) Mariner, (2) Lunar Orbiter,
 
(3) Planetary Explorer, (4) Pioneer. The feasibility of using
 
a subsatellite for carrying the fields and particles payload
 
is also discussed, The most significant results of the study
 
are briefly summarized in the following paragraphs.
 
Pioneer Spacecraft Most Economical
 
The results of this study indicate that the Pioneer
 
would be the most economical of the four spacecraft for the
 
missions considered. Next in order of least cost is the
 
Planetary Explorer followed by Lunar Orbiter and Mariner V.
 
Launch Vehicle Largest Cost Item
 
The largest single cost item in the estimate for each
 
candidate spacecraft is the launch vehicle. The significance in
 
terms of cost, of different launch vehicle categories is clearly
 
shown by the large gap in estimated costs between the Planetary
 
Explorer and Lunar Orbiter spacecraft.
 
Design and Development Savings Does Not Alter Relative Order
 
The relative order of estimated costs of the four
 
spacecraft is not altered by adjusting the design and develop­
ment costs of existing spacecraft.
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Subsatellite Not Considered Practical
 
The minimum estimated weight of a subsatellite, for
 
the missions considered, exceeded the feasible load carrying
 
capability of all four spacecraft. The subsatellite approach
 
was therefore considered impractical.
 
Weight is Primary Cost Parameter
 
Throughout this study, weight was the primary parameter
 
used in estimating the spacecraft costs. The effect of weight
 
is cumulative in three main areas: 
(1) most spacecraft subsystem
 
costs are estimated as a function of their weight, (2) the deboost
 
engine cost and weight is a function of the sum of the subsystem
 
weights, 	(3) the launch vehicle is selected based on 
the total
 
spacecraft weight.
 
Subsystem 	Standardization Recommended
 
Establishment of a standardized set of subsystems
 
applicable to all spacecraft is recommended to aid in spacecraft
 
comparison and evaluation. It was determined, in the performance
 
of this study, that the best method for comparing spacecraft cost
 
or performance is by comparison of the individual subsystem.
 
However, for a valid comparison, a common definition for each
 
subsystem 	must be accepted by all spacecraft designers. It is
 
believed that a reasonable effort diverted toward the establish­
ment of common subsystem definition would be worthwhile.
 
Spacecraft Comparison Report
 
The estimated costs of using a Mariner, Lunar Orbiter,
 
Planetary Explorer or Pioneer spacecraft to place a fields and
 
particles payload into a Mars and Venus orbit were compared. 
The
 
Pioneer spacecraft was 
found to be the most economical and the
 
launch vehicle was found to be the most significant single cost
 
item. The following costs 
(in millions of dollars) were estimated
 
for each of the four spacecraft:
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Mariner V ------------------- 133
 
Lunar Orbiter --------------- 119
 
Planetary Explorer ---------- 65
 
Pioneer --------------------- 57
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,Cost Estimating
 
W. Adams
 
Cost estimating techniques for missions recommended
 
by the Planetary Exploration Planning Panel (PEPP) have been
 
evaluated. Several cost models were reviewed and only the TITRI
 
and Planning Research Corporation (PRC) models were found to
 
have reasonable input parameter requirements. Both the IITRI
 
and the PRC models were applied to 8 PEPP missions and 2 signi­
ficant factors were noted: (1) estimates obtained by using the
 
TITRI model were significantly less than other estimates, (2)
 
the PRC model yielded results which were in fairly close agree­
ment with the PEPP estimates and in one case, a current contractor
 
estimate. The TITRI model was therefore considered to yield costs
 
which were not realistic and there are no plans for applying it
 
to other PEPP missions. Application of the PRC model to the
 
remainder of the PEPP missions is now planned. Two separate
 
tasks must be performed: (1) the PRC model must be tested against
 
a current program where the costs are fairly accurately known
 
or anticipated, (2) a subsystem breakdown for each of the PEPP
 
mission must be estimated based on the mission parameters. The
 
first task is necessary to provide confidence in the model. The
 
second task is required to provide the necessary input parameters
 
for the model. Considerable time must be spent on task No. 2
 
since the accuracy of the subsystem costs estimate is obviously
 
dependent upon the accuracy of the subsystem weight estimate,
 
and numerous mission parameters must be considered to accurately
 
estimate subsystem weights.
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3.1 
3. SPECIAL STUDIES AND TECHNICAL NOTES
 
SPECIAL STUDIES
 
Outer Planet Working Group Reports (PEPP 1969)
 
1) "Jupiter and Saturn Orbiter Definition"
 
A preliminary analysis was performed to estimate the
 
spacecraft requirements of first-generation Jupiter and
 
Saturn orbiter missions. The science measurement re­
quirements suggest two types of missions: 1) orbits
 
emphasizing particle and field measurements, and 2)
 
orbits enhancing planetology measurements. The particle
 
and field missions were characterized by a 50 lb.
 
science payload on a spin-stabilized spacecraft in an
 
elliptical equatorial orbit with a periapse of less
 
than 5 planet radii and an apoapse between 50 and 100
 
planet radii. The planetology missions were characterized 
by a science payload of 100-200 lb. on an altitude ­
stabilized platform operating in an inclined or polar
 
orbit with the maximum altitude less than 10 planet
 
radii.
 
"Jupiter Galilean Moon Mission Performance Analysis"
2) 

A brief.trajectory analysis was completed to determine
 
the payload feasibility of landing 1000 lb. useful
 
weight on the Galilean satellites. Several flight
 
modes were considered using different combinations of
 
chemical, nuclear and nuclear-electric low-thrust
 
propulsion systems. The results were:
 
a) 	Intermediate Saturn and Saturn V launch
 
vehicles combined with a two-stage chemical
 
(space-storable) braking-system could land
 
1000 lbs. useful payload on Callisto, Ganymede
 
and Europa,
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b) 	replacing the chemical braking system with a
 
nuclear high-thrust stage makes Io accessible
 
to the same lander4
 
c) 	a Titan 3F launched nuclear-electric low-thrust
 
stage can deliver landers to all four satellites
 
with a solid-fueled braking stage,
 
d) 	flight times for all modes vary between 2 and
 
3,5 years, the longer times being required when
 
low-thrust propulsion is used for the inter­
planetary transfer and an initial spiral
 
capture maneuver at Jupiter.
 
3) "Payload Analysis of Jupiter and Saturn Orbiter
 
Mission Opportunities"
 
?brief survey of launch opportunities to Jupiter and
 
Saturn for the period 1975-1985 was performed to
 
determine the most favorable years (in terms of useful
 
payload) of orbiter missions. Orbiter weights of
 
1000-1500 lbs. were found to be within the capability
 
of a Titan 3F/Centaur/Burner II for the best launch
 
years. For direct missions 1981 and 1983 are best
 
opportunities to launch orbiters to Jupiter and Saturn,
 
respectively. Saturn orbiter missions using a Jupiter
 
swingby are also favorable for the 1978 and 1979
 
opportunities. 
NASA Symposium on Outer Planet Exploration (PEPP
 
Preliminary)
 
1) 	"Outer Planet Mission Opportunities"
 
Direct, Jupiter swingby, and multi-planet swingby
 
opportunities to explore the outer planets are re­
viewed, Payload performance versus flight time data
 
are presented for these flight modes for Titan-and
 
Saturn-class launch vehicles. Flight times to all
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five outer planets are compared for the various flight
 
modes for a 1000 lb. flyby spacecraft launched by a
 
Titan 3D/Centaur/Burner II vehicle. Flight time
 
versus orbit size data are presented for Jupiter,
 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune orbiter mission using direct,
 
Jupiter swingby and nuclear-electric interplanetary
 
transfer modes.
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3.2 COMPUTER CODES DEVELOPED
 
The following are two computer codes developed tinder
 
the Comet Rendezvous study and added to the Astro Sciences
 
program inventory within the last year.
 
MULIMP:
 
Uses Conjugate-Gradient search method to find minimum, 
AV trajectories consisting of up to four free fall conic arcs 
separated by up to five impulses. Departure is from Earth orbit 
and the arrival point is constrained to lie on an orbitrary conic. 
Velocity is matched at the arrival point (rendezvous). 
SURVEY: 
This program computes the magnitude of a comet and
 
the positions of a comet, Earth, and Jupiter as functions of
 
time.. The daily comet observation time is computed as a function
 
of date and allowable minimum comet eleyation and sun depression
 
angles at a specified latitude.
 
Also developed for use with the Galilean Satellites study
 
was:
 
ORBOBS:
 
A Fortran IV program for determining minimum separation
 
intercepts of a Jupiter orbiter with the four Galilean Satellites;
 
Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto.
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4.0 PAPERS PRESENTED AND PUBLISHED
 
The following technical papers presented and published
 
since Nov. 1, 1968, largely as a result of work performed on
 
contract no. NASW 1837
 
"Jupiter Gravity - Assisted Trajectories"
 
by D. A. Klopp and J. C. Niehoff
 
Presented at the AIAA/AAS Astrodynamics
 
Specialists Conference, Jackson Hole, Wyoming,
 
September 1968
 
Published as an Engineering Note in Journal of
 
Spaccraft and Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 4, April 1969,
 
"Guidance Analysis of the Multiple Outer - Planet
 
(Grand Tour) Mission"
 
by A. L. Friedlander
 
Presented at the AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist
 
Conference, Jackson, Wyoming, 1968
 
Published in the Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets,
 
Vol. 6, No. 4, April 1968, pp. 376-382
 
"Missions to the Comets"
 
by D. L. Roberts and A. L. Friedlander
 
Presented at the Joint National Meeting of thE
 
American Astronautical Society and Operations
 
Research Society, Denver, Colorado, 1969
 
"New Horizons in Space"
 
by T. C. Owen and D. L. Roberts
 
in Press in Bulletin of Atomic Scientists
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5.2 MAJOR COMPUTATIONAL CODES
 
The following computer codes have been written or
 
adapted for use on contract studies between March 1963 and
 
January 1970.
 
Interplanetary Transfers
 
Conic Section Codes
 
SPARC: The JPL general conic section code for
 
balistic and ballistic-gravity assist flights.
 
ASC CONIC: An extensive collection of programs
 
and subprograms for ballistic and gravity assist
 
flights and accessible regions calculations, and
 
for conic guidance analysis.
 
TOPSY: Determines the minimum ideal velocity and
 
th-ecorresponding time required to reach any point
 
in the solar system.
 
High Precision Codes
 
NBODY (II): The Fortran II version of the Lewis
 
Research Center code has been used for comet
 
perturbation analysis, considering the gravitation­
al effects of Sun and planets simultaneously.
 
NBODY (IV): The Fortran IV version of this has
 
been revised at ASC for multibody, high precision
 
targeting and guidance analysis.
 
Low Thrust Codes
 
JPL CODE: The JPL Calculus of Variations Optimized
 
Thrusted Trajectory Code has been used for optimum
 
interplanetary nuclear electric flight with variable
 
thrust, constant thrust, or constant acceleration.
 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CODE: Computes optimum low thrust
 
(nuclear-electric) interplanetary trajectories
 
under constant thrust conditions. Method employed
 
is calculus of variations and finite difference
 
Newton-Raphson Algorithim. Powerplant mass fraction
 
and specific impulse can be.optimized if desired.
 
BOEING CODE: CFEm:TOP is a fast generator of
 
optimum low thrust interplanetary trajectories.
 
Both solar-electric and nuclear-electric powerplants
 
can be treated. Propulsion system parameters
 
must be specified - payload optimization can be
 
accomplished by multiple parametric runs.
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Near Planet Operations
 
ATMENT: 
 One of a series of codes for integrating

the atmospheric entry for a spacecraft.
 
ZAYIN: A Fortran I code 
(from W. P. Overbeck)

modified for calculating satellite orbits around
the Earth, including oblatees-s and air drag.
 
GNDTRC: Generates lunar ground traces for specified

lunar orbits.
 
LIMITS: Computes maximum velocity and maximum energychange as a function of miss distance from a given

gravity assist body.
 
KOFNAL: Geherates ground traces of orbiting space­craft for any number of desired revolutions. Can be
used for all nine planets of the Solar System. 
Has
Calcomp capability for plotting longitude and latitude
 
of the ground trace,
 
GONTUR: Generates data for, Sun, Earth, Canopus

occultation contours for hyperbolic flybys past any

given planet.
 
ALSOCC: Generates data for Sun, Earth, Canopus

occultation contours for orbiting spacecraft about
 
any given planet,
 
HYPTRC: 

i 
Computes 2-D planetary encounter trajectories
polar coordinates given heliocentric transfer
 
trajectory from Earth,
 
TRACE: Generates Earth ground traces for specified

Earth orbits.
 
PROFYL: 
 A planetary encounter profile definition
 
RINGER: A code of calculating crossings of Saturn's

ring plane during flyby.
 
Guidance and Orbit Determination 
ORBDET: Orbit determination for an overdetermined
 
set of points by Kalman filtering.
 
LTNAV: 
 A low thrust navigation code.
 
PARODE: 
A radio tracking performance evaluation
codze for orbit determination during planetary approach. 
CONODE: 
 Qigh precision comet orbit determination code,
taking into consideration gravitational effects of
Sun and all nine planets simultaneously.
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,CELESTIAL TRACKING: A celestial tracking per­
formance evaluation c6de for orbit determination
 
during planetary approach,
 
SURVEY: Generates sighting conditions for comets
 
over a specified length of time. Has Calcomp

capability for plotting sighting conditions as
 
function of time from perihelion.
 
Combinatorial Codes
 
XPSLCT and COMBSC find various sets of payloads from
 
experiments and instruments, subject to spacecraft
 
constraints.
 
H1FIT: A code for least square fit of a set of
 
points to a hyperbola.
 
BIMED: A general statistical analysis package from
 
UCLA: used for multiple regression analysis,
 
IMP3: An integer programming code.
 
Space Sciences Codes
 
ASTA: A set of codes for analyzing spatial and
 
velocity distributions of the asteroids.
 
HAZARD: A code for calculating spacecraft to
 
asteroid and meteor stream distances.
 
SIGHT: A code for analyzing position of celestial
 
o-jects. 
INTEGRALS: A set of codes for evalaating various
 
special integrals which arise in planetary atmosphere
 
analysis.
 
Special Features and Systems
 
GPSS-III: An IBM system for analyses of systems'of
 
discrete transactions.
 
MIMIC: A Fortran IV-like system for simulating, on
 
T7094, an analog computer and thereby easily 
doing integrations.
 
KIIC-II: The IBM key word in context system used
 
to catalog the ASC library of some 8000 documents.
 
Orbital Elements Tape: An extensive collection of
 
orbital elements for solar system objects, including

planets, 1600 numbered asteroids, 2000 unnumbered
 
asteroids and hundreds of comets.
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